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Get Started
[image: TW23]TW23 is your gateway to cutting-edge precision health solutions. Our robust genomic analysis suite empowers the next generation of genomic health. With the assistance of AI, our innovative solutions effortlessly transform genomic data into real-time, customizable reports, facilitating continuous assessment of health risks through both single-gene and polygenic evaluations.
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TW23 advanced software solution empowers disease prevention through integrating individual genomic data and real-world evidence.


Make Health Risk Management a Habit
Our platform offers end-to-end polygenic score analysis. With just a simple genotype data upload, healthcare providers can precisely assess an individual’s risk for common diseases.
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Discover your personalized path to better well-being and take control of your health through informed genetic conditions.
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TW23's polygenic scores have undergone validation with the Taiwanese population. This enables healthcare professionals to more efficiently assist patients in reducing their vulnerability to critical illnesses.

Empower precision healthcare
Our end-to-end platform enables biomedical researchers perform clinical utility validation of new polygenic scores for translation into clinical practice.




Choose a plan that suits your needs
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[image: ]Special Exhibition in 2023 Healthcare+ EXPO Taiwan
"Trustworthy and Responsible Precision Healthcare" is a special exhibition designed to demonstrate the latest advancements and ethical considerations in personalized medicine. We welcome you to explore how cutting-edge technologies, including AI, genomics, and big data analytics, are revolutionizing healthcare by enabling highly personalized approaches. Interactive displays and expert talks engage visitors in discussions about the future of healthcare.
2023/11/30
Read the full text


[image: ]Taiwan AI Labs and Microsoft Forge Historic Partnership for Next-Gen Healthcare with ChatGPT Deployment in Western U.S.
Taiwan AI Labs Announces Collaboration with Microsoft Taiwan, Signing an MOU to Introduce a Range of Trustworthy AI Products into Microsoft Azure Hybrid Cloud over the Next Year, Jointly Delivering the 'Next-Generation Healthcare Platform' for Taiwanese Medical Institutions...
2023/04/26
Read the full text
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